3.00PM EMPOWERING FAMILY FARMING ORGANISATIONS FOR ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
- Climate State of Emergency and key messages - Laura Lorenzo, World Rural Forum Director
- Regional exchange - Open conversation with the regions

3.30PM UNDERSTANDING THE COP AND THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS
- What is negotiated in COPs and key moments to influence the global agenda - Mariana Estrada, UN Climate Change (UNFCCC)
- From the international to the national negotiations - Diego Pacheco, Negotiator for the Plurinational State of Bolivia
- What are the COP Presidencies and how to influence the agenda - Imelda Bacudo, UAE COP Presidency
- Where are the food systems and the agriculture in all these negotiations and spaces - Zitouni Ould-Dada, FAO Deputy Director

4.10PM INSIGHTS ON THE CLIMATE FINANCE ARCHITECTURE
- State of the Art, main donors and rules - Haseeb Bakhtary, Climate Focus
- Available global mechanisms - Grant Ballard-Tremeer, E CO.

4.30PM PARTNERSHIP FOR SUCCESS, SOME SAMPLES
- Multi stake holder spaces: Giulia Galbiati, FAST FAO
- The role of foundations: Patty Fong, Global Alliance for the Future of Food; Pauline Buffle, Foundation for Farmers Organisations and Restorative Action (FFORA); Melissa Pinfield, Meridian Institute

4.50PM NOTHING ENDS AT COP
- VIII Global Conference on Family Farming: sustainability of our planet - Belén Citoler, World Rural Forum Deputy Director

Translation will be available ENG · FR · ESP
Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81988950179